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Abstract
The Taylor rule has become one of the most studied strategies for monetary
policy. Yet, little is known whether the Federal Reserve follows a non-linear Taylor rule. This paper employs the smooth transition regression model and asks the
question: does the Federal Reserve change its policy-rule according to the level
of inflation and/or the output gap? I find that the Federal Reserve does follow a
non-linear Taylor rule and, more importantly, that the Federal Reserve followed a
non-linear Taylor rule during the golden era of monetary policy, 1985-2005, and a
linear Taylor rule throughout the dark age of monetary policy, 1960-1979. Thus,
good monetary policy is associated with a non-linear Taylor rule: once inflation
approaches a certain threshold, the Federal Reserve adjusts its policy-rule and
begins to respond more forcefully to inflation.
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Introduction

The Taylor rule is a linear algebraic interest rate rule that species how the
Federal Reserve must adjust its federal funds rate to the ination rate and
the output-gap. This simple interest rate rule characterizes a monetary policy
strategy for achieving the objectives of monetary policy: price stability and
maximum employment. Though simple, this linear interest rate rule represents
an optimal policy-rule, under the condition that the Federal Reserve is minimizing a symmetric quadratic loss function and that the aggregate supply function
is linear. See, for instance, Svensson (1997) and Clarida et al. (1999, 2000).
Both theoretical and empirical reasons exist, however, to suggest that the Federal Reserve may be following a non-linear Taylor rule. Firstly, if the Federal
Reserve is minimizing an asymmetric loss function in which negative and positive ination- and output-gap deviations are, respectively, assigned dierent
weights, then a non-linear Taylor rule is optimal. See, for instance, Nobay and
Peel (2003), Ruge-Murcia (2003), Dolado et al. (2005) and Surico (2006).
Furthermore, the output-gap and ination are inherently non-linear processes
with asymmetric adjustment mechanisms. For example, over the business cycle output exhibits short and sharp recessions, but long and smooth recoveries.
Similarly, ination increases more rapidly than it decreases over the business cycle. See, for example, Hamilton (1989), Beaudry and Koop (1993), van Dijk and
Franses (1999) and Neftci (2001). In such an environment, the Federal Reserve
has to respond dierently to negative versus positive ination and output-gap
shocks, to bring ination and output back to target. In short, a non-linear
Taylor rule is necessary.
A non-linear time series model is needed to explain non-linear policy behavior.
Several non-linear time series models are available to choose from; the articial
neural network (ANN) model, the Markov-switching model, and the smooth
transition regression (STR) model. The ANN model can t the in-sample data
to any degree, but oers no structural or intuitive explanation for the observed
non-linear behavior. While providing some structural explanation for the data,
the Markov-switching model assumes that the regime switches are exogenous
and driven by an unobservable process, and therefore doesn't account for the
intuition behind the non-linear policy-behavior.
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The STR model on the other hand provides a structural and intuitive framework
to explain non-linear policy behavior. In particular, the STR model is a nonlinear regression model that allows the regression coecients to change smoothly
from one regime to another - say from a low ination regime to a high ination
regime. In addition, the STR model allows for endogenous regime switches, and
as such provides economic intuition for the non-linear behavior.
If the variables in the Taylor rule are stationary, standard statistical theory
applies and the Taylor rule can be estimated in levels. However, if the variables
entering the Taylor rule are non-stationary, a co-integrating relationship must
exist for the Taylor rule to identify a non-spurious relationship. Hence, it is of
utmost importance to know the time series properties of the variables that enter
the Taylor rule. This paper uses the Ng-Perron (2001) non-stationarity test, a
test with excellent power and size properties.
In particular, the Ng-Perron non-stationarity test is a nearly ecient test, in the
sense that it almost achieves the asymptotic power envelope for unit-root tests.
For robustness against power issues due to a small sample, the KPSS (1992)
stationarity test is used as well. I nd that all variables in the Taylor rule are
stationary. Thus, standard statistical theory applies, and the STR model is
therefore estimated in levels as opposed to in error correction form.
Applying the STR model, I nd that the Federal Reserve follows a non-linear
Taylor rule during the great moderation period, 1985-2005, and a linear Taylor
rule in the dark age of monetary policy, 1960-1979. Therefore, the golden era
of monetary policy is associated with the Federal Reserve beginning to follow a
time-varying policy-rule. To be sure, once ination approaches a certain threshold level, the Federal Reserve adjusts its policy-rule and begins to react more
strongly to ination.
Additionally, the fact that the Federal Reserve has switched to a non-linear
Taylor rule during the 1985-2005 period, must be held up against a linear Taylor rule satisfying the Taylor principle. Particularly, a Monte-Carlo simulation
exercise shows that, if the true data generating process is a non-linear Taylor
rule of the STR type, but a linear Taylor rule is estimated, then the coecient
on ination in the linear Taylor rule will be above 1 - a purely spurious result.
Hence, the good monetary policy observed over the last two decades is coupled
3

with a non-linear Taylor rule and not a linear Taylor rule satisfying the Taylor
principle.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
Taylor rule. Section 3 presents the smooth transition regression model. In
section 4 the empirical analysis is performed. Section 5 concludes.

2

The Taylor rule

The objectives of monetary policy are price stability (low and stable ination)
and maximum employment (output equal to potential output). The Taylor rule
represents a monetary policy strategy for achieving these objectives.
In particular, the Taylor rule is a linear algebraic rule that species how the
Federal Reserve must adjust its federal funds rate according to the ination
rate and the output-gap,

it = r + πt + α(πt − π̄) + βyt ,

(1)

where it is the nominal federal funds rate, r is the long-run equilibrium real
interest rate, πt is the year on year ination rate, π̄ is the target ination rate,
and yt is the percentage deviation of real GDP from potential output. Taylor
(1993) sets the long-run equilibrium real interest rate equal to 2 to match the
historical data on real per-capita output growth, the ination target is set equal
to 2, and α and β are both set equal to 0.5 to allow easy discussion (and
because simulation studies performed by Taylor indicated that these values are
approximately optimal). Using Taylor's suggested coecients and rewriting
equation (1) yields,

it = 1 + 1.5πt + 0.5yt .

(2)

The coecient on ination is constructed to be above one, and illustrates the
Taylor principle : the Federal Reserve must react more than 1-1 to ination. This
4

causes the real interest rate to increase when ination increases, and has come to
represent good monetary policy. The constant represents a linear combination
of the long-run equilibrium real interest rate and the ination target. A change
in the intercept is often interpreted as a change in the Federal Reserve's ination
target.
The Taylor rule incorporates many of the features that monetary theory over
the past quarter century has identied to be associated with good monetary
policy: transparency, accountability and credibility. Especially, a central bank
that adheres to a Taylor rule, reveals to the public that it is committed to price
stability, and systematically takes steps to achieve it. The public therefore keeps
its expectations of ination low and stable, and nancial markets, in addition,
anticipate the Federal Reserve's next move and increase market interest rates
immediately when ination picks up.
Taylor (1993) suggests that the Taylor rule should not be followed mechanically, but only in concert with judgment. That is, the Taylor rule corresponds
to a guide-post to good monetary policy: a mechanism that constrains monetary policy to be systematic, consistent, and rule-like. Monetary policy that
is systematic, consistent, and rule-like characterizes a transparent and credible monetary policy, and therefore alleviates the time-inconsistency problems
associated with discretionary monetary policy.

3

The Smooth Transition Regression Model

The smooth transition regression (STR) model is a non-linear time series model.
In its most basic form it is equivalent to a linear model with stochastically timevarying coecients. To be precise, the STR model belongs to the threshold type
of non-linear time series models, and as such is capable of explaining threshold
behavior. In particular, the STR model allows the regression coecients to
change smoothly from one regime to another, say from a low ination regime to
a high ination regime. Furthermore, contrary to the Markov-switching model,
the STR model allows for endogenous regime switches, and therefore provides
economic intuition for the non-linear behavior. Thus, the STR model is capable
of explaining why and when the Federal Reserve changes its policy-rule.
5

The STR model originates with Bacon and Watts (1971) who generalize the
Quandt (1958) threshold regression model. Recent accounts include Granger
and Teraesvirta (1993), Teraesvirta (1998), Franses and van Dijk (2000) and
van Dijk et al. (2002).
The standard STR model is dened as follows,
it = φ0 zt + θ0 zt G(γ, c, st ) + ut ,

t = 1, . . . , T,

(3)

and
G(γ, c, st ) = (1 + exp{−γ(st − c)})−1 ,

γ > 0,

where zt = (wt0 , x0t )0 is a vector of explanatory variables, wt = (1, yt−1 , . . . , yt−p )0
and xt = (x1t , . . . , xkt )0 , which is a vector of exogenous variables. The parameters φ = (φ0 , φ1 , . . . , φm )' and θ = (θ0 , θ1 , . . . , θm )0 represent ((m + 1) × 1) parameter vectors in the linear- and non-linear parts of the model, respectively. The
disturbance term is iid with zero mean and constant variance, ut ∼ iid(0, σ 2 ).
The transition function, G(γ, c, st ), is bounded, G(γ, c, st ) ∈ [0, 1], and continuous in the threshold variable st . As st → −∞, G(γ, c, st ) → 0 and as st → ∞,
G(γ, c, st ) → 1. γ is a slope parameter that determines how smooth the transition between the regimes is, and c is the threshold around which the dierent
regimes are dened. The threshold variable, st , can be a stochastic variable or
a deterministic trend, and can be an element or a linear combination of zt , or a
variable not included in zt .
This paper assumes that G(γ, c, st ) is a logistic function of order one. Hence,
equation (3) is more appropriately called a logistic smooth transition regression (LSTR) model. The LSTR model can describe relationships that change
according to the level of the threshold variable. For example, if the threshold
variable, st , represents the level of ination, then the LSTR model is able to
describe a relationship which properties dier in a high ination regime from
what they are in a low ination regime. In other words, the LSTR model is
capable of explaining asymmetric behavior.
6

Rewriting equation (3) as,
it = {φ0 + θ0 G(γ, c, st )}zt + ut ,

t = 1, . . . , T,

(4)

provides additional intuition. Equation (4) shows that the STR model is equivalent to a linear model with stochastically time-varying coecients,
it = δ 0 zt + ut

(5)

with
δj = φj + θj G(γ, c, st ).

Given that G(γ, c, st ) is continuous and bounded between zero and one, each
coecient, δj , is bounded between φj and φj +θj , δj ∈ [φj , φj +θj ], and changes
monotonically as a function of st . The closer the threshold variable is to the
threshold, and the more it moves beyond the threshold, the closer G(γ, c, st )
will be to one, and the closer δj will be to φj + θj . Similarly, the further the
threshold variable falls short of the threshold, the closer G(γ, c, st ) will be to
zero, and the closer δj will be to φj .
For example, let it be the federal funds rate, let φj = 0.2 and θj = 0.75 be the linear and non-linear responses to ination, respectively, and let st be the ination
rate. Then, the Federal Reserve's response to ination will vary monotonically
from 0.2 to 0.95 depending on how close the ination rate is to the threshold.
The closer the ination rate is to the threshold, and the more it moves beyond
the threshold, the stronger the Federal Reserve will respond to ination.
When γ = 0, the logistic transition function equals 0.5, and the model is linear.
That is, the LSTR model nests the linear model. On the other hand, when
γ → ∞, the LSTR model approaches a threshold regression model with two
regimes of equal variances.

7

4

Empirical Analysis

In this section, the variables that enter the Taylor rule are analyzed, and the
relationship between them is estimated for the United States.

4.1

Data

The data used in this paper are obtained from Fred II and from the BEA. The
sample covers the period 1960.1-2005.12.
Several ination measures exist, but the core personal consumption expenditure index (core PCE) and the core consumer price index (core CPI) are the
denitions of ination that the Federal Reserve follows most closely. 1 Hence,
the core PCE and the core CPI are the ination measures of choice in this
paper. The quarterly ination rates are constructed by taking averages of the
monthly ination time series. The output-gap is constructed by calculating the
percentage deviation of real GDP from its HP-trend.2

4.2

Non-stationarity and stationarity tests

Understanding the time series properties of the variables included in the Taylor
rule is critical. If the variables in the Taylor rule are unit-root processes, then a
co-integrating relationship must exist for the coecient estimates to be consistent. Unfortunately, a sizable portion of the literature either does not test for
non-stationarity or use unit-root tests with poor size and power properties.
A frequent critisism of unit-root tests concerns the poor size and power properties that these tests have. This is especially true for the Dickey-Fuller (1979) and
Phillips-Perron (1988) unit-root tests. However, recent research shows that the
Ng-Perron (2001) non-stationarity test has excellent size properties, and a local
asymptotic power function that is close to its asymptotic power envelope. See,
1 See, for instance, the bi-annual Humphrey-Hawkins report to
2 To reduce end of sample noise, the HP-lter is applied to a

the Congress.
longer sample period, two
quarters extra in each end, than the estimated sample. The four extra observations are then
excluded from the estimation part.
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for instance, Haldrup and Jansson (2006). Hence, this paper uses the Ng-Perron
unit-root test.
The considered sample consists of forty years of data, and is thus a small sample,
and even the Ng-Perron unit-root test may have low power in such an environment. To hedge against the Ng-Perron unit-root test having low power, the
KPSS (1992) stationarity test is used as well.
Table 1: Ng-Perron unit-root test: MZt*
Variable

it

yt

π1t

π2t

H0 : unit-root

-2.31

-2.28

-1.58

-2.09

Asymptotic critical values: 5%
Asymptotic critical values: 1%

-1.98
-2.58

-1.98
-2.58

-1.98
-2.58

-1.98
-2.58

* The MZa and MSB tests yield similar results.
π1t and π2t represent the core PCE and core CPI ination measures,
respectively.
Table 1 shows that the Ng-Perron non-stationarity test rejects the presence of
a unit-root for the federal funds rate, the output-gap, and core CPI ination,
but fails to reject the null for the core PCE ination index. The fact that the
Ng-Perron test is unable to reject the null for core PCE ination, may be a small
sample/power issue. Hence, it is of interest to use the KPSS stationarity test as
well, to see whether power is an issue. The KPSS stationarity test results are
reported in Table 2.
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Table 2: KPSS stationarity test*
Variable

it

yt

π1t

π2t

H0 : stationarity

0.33

0.02

0.43

0.36

Asymptotic critical values: 5%
Asymptotic critical values: 1%

0.46
0.74

0.46
0.74

0.46
0.74

0.46
0.74

* Bandwidth 10 (Newey-West with Bartlett kernel).
The KPSS test is unable to reject the null hypothesis of stationarity for each of
the variables. Hence, the KPSS test conrms that the federal funds rate, the
output-gap, and core CPI ination are stationary, and further that the core PCE
ination index is hard to classify. In the following, all variables are assumed to
be stationary.

4.3

Linearity test

Testing for linearity against non-linearity of the threshold type entails testing
whether γ = 0 in the LSTR model,
it = φ0 zt + θ0 zt G(γ, c, st ) + ut ,

t = 1, . . . , T,

(6)

and
G(γ, c, st ) = (1 + exp{−γ(st − c)})−1 ,

γ > 0.

The LSTR model, however, is not dened under this null, and is only dened
under the alternative hypothesis of threshold non-linearity. Fortunately, this
identication problem can be circumvented by approximating the transition
function with a third order Taylor-series expansion around the null hypothesis
10

γ = 0, see Teraesvirta (1998). The approximation yields, after merging terms

and reparameterizing, the following auxiliary regression,
it = β00 zt +

3
X

βj0 z̃t sjt + u∗t ,

t = 1, . . . , T,

(7)

j=1

where u∗t = ut +R3 (γ, c, st )θ0 zt , with the remainder R3 (γ, c, st ), and zt = (1, z̃0t )0
where z̃t is a (m × 1) vector of explanatory variables.3 Furthermore, βj = γ β̃j ,
where β̃j is a function of θ and c. The null hypothesis of linearity, therefore,
becomes H0 : β1 = β2 = β3 = 0.
Because u∗t = ut under the null hypothesis, an LM-type test is appropriate. The
resulting asymptotic distribution is an χ2 distribution with 3m degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis.4 In small to moderate size samples, however, the
χ2 −statistic can be severely size-distorted, and an F −statistic is recommended
instead, see Teraesvirta (1998). The resulting approximate F −distribution has
3m and T − 4m − 1 degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis. Because of
its desirable small sample properties, this paper uses the F −statistic.
Before the linearity test can be carried out, a choice of threshold variable has to
be made. Letting the ination rate be the threshold variable, provides the best
description of the data and the ination rate is therefore chosen as the threshold
variable. Section 4.4 provides more information on how well the LSTR model
ts the data.
Using ination as the threshold variable and applying the linearity test to the
Taylor rule yields the following auxiliary regression,

it = β00 + β01 πt + β02 yt +

3
X

(βj1 πt + βj2 yt )πtj + u∗t ,

(8)

j=1

with H0 : β11 = β12 = β21 = β22 = β31 = β32 = 0.
The results of using the linearity test on equation (8), are reported in Table 3.
3 A minor modication of
4 E(s6 z̃ z̃0 ) must exist for
t t t

the auxiliary regression is necessary if st is not part of zt .
this to be valid.
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Table 3: p-values of linearity test
1960.1-1979.1

1985.1-2005.4

H0 : linear model*

0.1151

0.0056

H0 : linear model**

0.1704

0.0000

* Ination is represented by the core PCE ination rate.
** Ination is represented by the core CPI ination rate.
Hence, the data is best described by a linear model over the sample period 19601979, and by a non-linear model of the threshold type over the sample period
1985-2005. That is, the Federal Reserve appears to have switched from a linear
Taylor rule to a non-linear threshold type Taylor rule.
4.4

Estimating the smooth transition regression model

To estimate the STR model, either non-linear least squares (NLLS) or conditional maximum likelihood (CMLE) can be used. For robustness, this paper
uses both methods.
Before the STR model can be estimated, a choice of threshold variable has to
be made. Ination is chosen to be the threshold variable because it provides
the best t with the data. To be precise, the STR model with ination acting
as the threshold variable, yields the lowest Schwarz information criteria (SIC).
Letting ination be the threshold variable, the LSTR model takes the following
form,

it = φ0 + φ1 πt + φ2 yt + (θ0 + θ1 πt + θ2 yt )G(γ, c, πt ) + ut ,

and
G(γ, c, πt ) = (1 + exp{−γ(πt − c)})−1 ,

12

γ > 0,

(9)

where it is the federal funds rate, πt is the ination rate, yt the percentage
deviation of real GDP from potential output, γ is the smoothness parameter,
and c is the threshold around which the regimes are dened.
The best tting model is found by sequentially eliminating regressors using the
SIC measure of t. Tables 4 and 5 present the best tting LSTR models.
Table 4: The LSTR model* **
Parameter

φ0

φ2

θ1

γ

c

0.75
0.09
0.00

19.81
14.15

3.55
0.08
0.00

0.75
0.08
0.00

20.89
26.30

3.55
0.08
0.00

NLLS
Estimate
Standard error (HAC)
p-value

4.02
0.38
0.00

1.04
0.20
0.00
CMLE

Estimate
Standard error
p-value

4.02
0.18
0.00

1.05
0.15
0.00

Evaluation criteria: SIC = 0.73, adj R2 = 0.67, σ̂u = 1.27.
* Sample period: 1985.1-2005.4
** Ination is represented by the core PCE ination rate.
Note: since γ is not dened at zero, the p-values are not reported
for γ . In addition, γ has a high standard deviation because
relatively few observations are located around the threshold.
The threshold Taylor rule, hence, takes the following algebraic form:

it = 4.02 + 1.04yt + [0, 0.75]πt ,

(10)

where the coecient on ination varies from 0.00 to 0.75 depending on the level
of ination. Specically, the coecient will equal 0.00 if ination is below 3.30
percent, and 0.75 if ination takes on a value of 3.80 percent or higher. Notice
how the Federal Reserve's policy-rule smoothly transits from the low ination
regime to the high ination regime. Also, the Taylor principle is never satised.
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Table 4 and equation (10) make it clear that the Federal Reserve only responds
to the core PCE ination rate when it approaches a threshold of 3.55 percent.
In other words, during calm times when ination is well below its threshold
level, the Federal Reserve mainly responds to the output-gap. This is consistent
with what Federal Reserve chairman Bernanke has called constrained discretion:
the Federal Reserve will respond primarily to the real economy only as long as
ination is low and stable.
Table 5: The LSTR model* **
Parameter

φ0

θ1

θ2

γ

c

1.26
0.08
0.00

1.17
0.20
0.00

20.28
8.00

1.92
0.05
0.00

1.26
0.10
0.00

1.17
0.14
0.00

21.76
19.52

1.93
0.08
0.00

NLLS
Estimate
Standard error (HAC)
p-value

1.15
0.38
0.00
CMLE

Estimate
Standard error
p-value

1.16
0.32
0.00

Evaluation criteria: SIC = 0.36, adj R2 = 0.77, σ̂u = 1.05.
* Sample period: 1985.1-2005.4
** Ination is represented by the core CPI ination rate.
Note: since γ is not dened at zero, the p-values are not reported
for γ . In addition, γ has a high standard deviation because
relative few observations are located around the threshold.
In algebraic form:
it = 1.15 + [0, 1.26]πt + [0, 1.17]yt ,

(11)

where the coecient on ination varies from 0.00 to 1.26 and the coecient
on the output-gap varies from 0.00 to 1.17 depending on the level of ination.
Especially, the coecient on ination will equal 0.00 if ination is below 1.6
percent, and 1.26 if ination takes on a value of 2.20 percent or higher. Furthermore, the coecient on the output-gap will equal 0.00 if ination is below 1.60
14

percent, and 1.17 if ination takes on a value of 2.20 percent or higher. Hence,
the Taylor principle will be conditionally satised. To be precise, the Taylor
principle will be satised once core CPI ination moves above 1.98 percent.
Table 5 and equation (11) make it clear that the Federal Reserve only responds
to the core CPI ination rate and the output-gap when the core CPI ination
rate approaches a threshold of 1.92 percent. To be sure, during calm times when
ination is well below its threshold level, the Federal Reserve mainly observes
the economy and lets it run its course.
Now, changing the ination index produces dierent results, but the main message is the same: the Federal Reserve follows a non-linear Taylor rule. Furthermore, the Federal Reserve doesn't begin to state ination in terms of PCE
prior to February 2000, and core PCE in July 2004, in its monetary policy report to the Congress. Thus, the results derived using the CPI ination measure
probably best represent Federal Reserve behavior during the period of interest.
Given that the Federal Reserve follows a non-linear Taylor rule, the Lucas
(1976) critique becomes very relevant: with the Federal Reserve following a
time-varying policy-rule, the decision rules of private agents must be expected
to change over the business cycle as well.

4.5

The linear Taylor rule vs. the non-linear Taylor rule

To conclude that the Federal Reserve follows a non-linear Taylor rule only is a
valid claim if the non-linear Taylor rule provides a better t with the data than
the linear Taylor rule does. This section compares the two policy-rules along
several dimensions.
Before the two models can be compared, the linear Taylor rule has to be estimated. Recall, the linear Taylor rule takes the form,

it = φ0 + φ1 πt + φ2 yt + ut .

Tables 6 and 7 report the OLS estimates of the linear Taylor rule.
15

Table 6: The linear Taylor rule* **
Parameter
Estimate
Standard error (HAC)
p-value

φ0

φ1

φ2

1.90
0.74
0.01

1.19
0.20
0.00

1.15
0.19
0.00

Evaluation criteria: SIC = 0.77, adj R2 = 0.63, σ̂u = 1.37.
* Sample period: 1985.1-2005.4
** Ination is represented by the core PCE ination rate.

Table 7: The linear Taylor rule* **
Parameter
Estimate
Standard error (HAC)
p-value

φ0

φ1

φ2

0.62
0.63
0.32

1.40
0.15
0.00

1.14
0.16
0.00

Evaluation criteria: SIC = 0.38, adj R2 = 0.75, σ̂u = 1.13.
* Sample period: 1985.1-2005.4
** Ination is represented by the core CPI ination rate.
Comparing the two models in terms of the SIC, adjusted R2 , and standard error
of the residual, provides valuable information about the t of each model.
Table 8: The linear vs. non-linear Taylor rule*
Criteria
SIC
Adj R2
Standard error

Linear(a)

Non-linear

Linear(b)

Non-linear

0.77
0.63
1.37

0.73
0.67
1.27

0.38
0.75
1.13

0.36
0.77
1.05

* Sample period: 1985.1-2005.4
a: ination is represented by the core PCE ination rate.
b: ination is represented by the core CPI ination rate.
16

Table 8 shows that the non-linear Taylor rule improves upon the linear model,
along all evaluation dimensions. Hence, the non-linear Taylor rule provides a
better description of monetary policy over the last two decades.

4.6

The Taylor principle vs. a non-linear Taylor rule

If the true policy-rule is non-linear, but a linear Taylor rule is estimated, then
the estimated linear Taylor rule represents a linear approximation to the true
policy-rule. To be precise, the estimated linear Taylor rule is meaningless: the
misspecied functional form leads to spurious coecient estimates.
Table 9 presents a Monte-Carlo simulation study on how sensitive the coecients in the linear Taylor rule are to misspecication of the functional form. In
particular, if the true Taylor rule is non-linear of the following LSTR type,
Case A:

it = 4.02 + 1.05yt + (0.75πt )G(γ, c, πt )

(12)

and
G(γ, c, πt ) = (1 + exp{−20(πt − 3.55)})−1 ,

Case B:

it = 1.15 + (1.26πt + 1.17yt )G(γ, c, πt )

and
G(γ, c, πt ) = (1 + exp{−20(πt − 1.92)})−1 ,

but a linear Taylor rule is estimated,
17

(13)

it = φ0 + φ1 πt + φ2 yt + ut ,

then the following results hold:5
Table 9: The Taylor principle* **
Parameter

φ0

φ1

φ2

Estimate(a)
t-statistic

0.81
1.75

1.37
10.67

1.05
7.15

Estimate(b)
t-statistic

-0.09
-0.21

1.58
13.34

1.02
7.60

* 10000 simulations of samples of size 84.
** The results are robust to the choice of γ for γ above 3.
a: Case A model used to generate the interest rate data.
b: Case B model used to generate the interest rate data.
The simulation exercise shows that, if the true policy-rule is non-linear but a
linear Taylor rule is estimated, then the researcher is mislead to conclude that
the Federal Reserve satises the Taylor principle.
Hence, the fact that the coecient on ination is above 1 in a linear Taylor rule
has misled economists, see, for instance, Clarida et al. (1999, 2000), to conclude
that the stellar monetary policy observed throughout the past two decades is
associated with the Federal Reserve following a linear Taylor rule that satises
the Taylor principle.

5

Conclusion

While there is a vast amount of literature available dealing with the linear Taylor
rule, little is known about non-linear Taylor rules. This paper is an attempt at
5 Ination is modeled to have an equal number of observations above and below the threshold, but otherwise has the same standard deviation as observed ination. The output-gap is
modeled to have the same mean and standard deviation as the observed output-gap.
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estimating a non-linear Taylor rule.
The smooth transition regression model provides a natural framework to estimate a non-linear Taylor rule. The STR model allows for regime changes to
happen endogenously, and is therefore capable of explaining why and when the
Federal Reserve changes its policy-rule.
Estimating the STR model shows that a non-linear Taylor rule ts the data
better than a linear Taylor rule during the great moderation, 1985-2005, but
that a linear Taylor rule better describes the data during the great ination,
1960-1979. Thus, the golden era of monetary policy is associated with the
Federal Reserve adopting a non-linear Taylor rule. In particular, when ination
approaches a certain threshold, the Federal Reserve adjusts its policy-rule and
begins to react more forcefully to ination (and the output-gap).
What is more, the good monetary policy observed during the last two decades,
is related to a non-linear Taylor rule that never or only conditionally satises
the Taylor principle. Thus, a Taylor rule that only conditionally sases the
Taylor principle is sucient for good monetary policy.
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